
THANKSGIVING
NOR’EASTER 2014

An Award-Winning Restoration Effort
The Edison Electric Institute (EEI) has honored Eversource with the “2014 EEI Recovery Award” for the
company’s restoration work in New Hampshire in the wake of the Thanksgiving Nor’easter. The award
recognizes member companies that put forth outstanding efforts to restore service promptly to the public
following a storm or natural disaster. “Our employees’ unbelievable efforts during the storm were the
driving force behind our record-setting restoration,” says Eversource NH Electric Operations President Bill
Quinlan. “Employees in New Hampshire, along with their colleagues from across New England, truly
answered the call for customers and should be extremely proud of this award.” Eversource is also the
recipient of the “2014 EEI Assistance Award” for mutual aid support provided to other utilities during storms
in New York, Pennsylvania and Maine.



Collaborative Effort Leads to Rapid Restoration

Preparation long before the first flakes of snow fell, coupled with advanced planning for mobilizing mutual aid assistance

from several U.S. states and eastern Canada, were keys to the restoration of power to more than 300,000 Eversource

customers in New Hampshire impacted by the Thanksgiving 2014 snowstorm.

With more than 207,000 customers without power at peak due to extremely heavy and wet snow that felled branches and

trees on electric system equipment, the storm ranks as the fourth largest restoration in New Hampshire history—but the

restoration was completed in record time. By comparison, the October 2011 “Snowtober” had 237,000 customers without

power at peak, but required more than six days to substantially complete restoration.

Just two days into the restoration, more than 1,500 line workers and

tree specialists, assisted by hundreds of support employees across

Eversource, helped New Hampshire operations declare on Saturday,

November 29 that most customers would have their power back 24

hours earlier than first estimated. In an effort to update affected

customers on the restoration progress in a timely and accurate way,

an updated town-by-town estimated time of restoration listing was

published on the company’s website. As of Sunday morning,

November 30, fewer than 1,500 customers scattered throughout

Eversource’s New Hampshire service territory remained without

power, and the company declared the restoration substantially

complete.

This report presents an overview of Eversource’s New Hampshire

operations’ preparation, communication, and restoration strategies

leading up to and through the Thanksgiving weekend storm of 2014.

Our deepest gratitude to all who helped us achieve another safe and

successful restoration, and to our customers for their ongoing

encouragement, cooperation, and patience during an especially

important time for gatherings of family and friends.

Introduction
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Introduction

“With our crews and support teams leading the

way, the tireless, cooperative efforts of an army

of workers in the field, as well as outstanding

cooperation from local and state leaders and

emergency responders all helped us to safely

restore power to our customers sooner than we

had projected.”

Bill Quinlan

NH Electric Operations President



Key Statistics

Highest Recorded Snowfall 18.4 inches in Madison

Number of Utility Customers Statewide
Without Power at Peak 253,000+

Eversource New Hampshire Customers without Power At Peak 207,359

Number of Circuits Out at Peak 37

Total Number of Crews Restoring Power 
to Eversource’s New Hampshire Customers 1,040

Customer Calls 203,078 in 3 days

Average Time to Reach a Call Center Representative 18 seconds

Miles of Power Cabling Restrung 18.5 (The distance between Concord and Belmont)

Damaged Utility Poles Replaced 59

Utility Pole Crossarms Replaced 157

Transformers Replaced 129

Duration of Restoration Effort 99.9% of customers restored in 3 days

Estimated Cost of Restoration Effort $30-35 million

Thanskgiving 2014 Restoration

Peak Outage Map
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There are typical New England snowstorms, and then there are snowstorms like the one that spanned November 26-27,
2014. A combination of extremely heavy, paste-like snow snapped branches and toppled trees, and created greasy roads
leading to numerous accidents involving utility poles—all on one of the most heavily-traveled holidays of the year. Resulting
damage to the system was so significant, the Thanksgiving 2014 storm became the fourth-largest restoration effort in New
Hampshire history.

More than 300,000 customers were impacted by the storm that caused more than 2,700 “troubles” along Eversource’s New 
Hampshire electric distribution system. At peak near noontime on Thanksgiving Day, 207,359 Eversource customers (41%)
—primarily in the southern and central portion of the state—were without power. However, Eversource’s New Hampshire 
crews and assisting crews completed the restoration in record time, and a full day ahead of original estimates, thanks to 
several advanced planning strategies:

• Year-round storm preparation focusing on a cooperative response
by all Eversource operating companies in New Hampshire,
Connecticut, and Massachusetts;

• Rapid deployment of several hundred mutual aid crews through
Eversource’s partnership with the North Atlantic Mutual
Assistance Group;

• An increasingly aggressive and proactive tree maintenance
program on all 11,000 miles of Eversource’s New Hampshire
electric distribution lines;

• A new strategy to deploy service crews to individual home
connections at the height of the restoration rather than near the
end, resulting in more customers getting their power back sooner.

The Thanksgiving 2014 storm restoration timeline, from before the first flakes fell until its substantial completion:

Tuesday, November 25
Eversource’s New Hampshire operations team alerts
customers and media outlets to the possibility of
power outages from the coming storm, including safety
reminders and how to stay informed in the event of a
major outage. Medically-dependent customers are told
to expect a phone call concerning storm preparation,
and all customers are directed to a website list of
storm preparedness tips. New Hampshire line crews
and contractor tree crews are placed on standby for
rapid deployment where needed.  

Preparation and Restoration
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“Estimated ETR was 11:30, power came

back on at 11:23. Boom! Thank you

workers inside and outside!”

— @JonRichardsonNH via Twitter
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Wednesday, November 26
Heavy snow begins falling in western portions of the state and
progresses toward the coast, with many scattered outages in less
populated areas quickly restored. Soon, however, the storm’s
impact becomes significant over the highly populated southern tier,
and by 11 p.m., about 140,000 customers are without power. As
mutual aid crews from other Eversource facilities in Connecticut
and Massachusetts as well as Quebec begin to arrive, customers
are alerted to the likelihood of a multi-day restoration.

Thanksgiving Day, November 27
As the storm winds down throughout the state, and the peak
number of customers without power reaches 207,359 at 11 a.m.,
New Hampshire operations requests assistance from an additional
500 line workers through the North Atlantic Mutual Assistance
Group. Staging areas for crews arriving from the eastern U.S. and
Canada are established at Manchester-Boston Regional Airport
and Dillant-Hopkins Airport in Keene. More than 300 crews are on
the scene to assess damage and to restore critical infrastructure
impacting schools, hospitals, critical municipal facilities, and
business centers. Considerable restoration progress was made
during daylight hours, with the number of customers without
power down to about 138,000 by evening. Customers and media
are alerted to a forthcoming announcement of an estimated global
restoration timeline.

Friday, November 28
With overnight restorations bringing power back to 28,000 more
customers, Eversource New Hampshire Electric Operations
President Bill Quinlan announces, “With the support of workers
from our sister companies and other crews from throughout the
region, we anticipate substantial completion of our restoration
efforts by Monday (December 1), with many communities being
fully restored over the weekend.” More than 800 New Hampshire
and mutual aid line crews and 300 tree crews blanket the
impacted areas, with additional out-of-state crews en route. By
day’s end, more than 1,000 line workers and 500 tree workers are
in the field, helping to reduce the number of customers without
power to 74,245.
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“The speed with which power has
been restored is herculean. You are all
fantastic, and deserve huge kudos for
what you do.”

—Deborah Linaberry, Lower Gilmanton

“Your local line crew that worked so
tirelessly to restore my power are men
that are courteous, professional, and
deserve recognition for their
outstanding efforts. There are none
better!”

—Jim Loney, Chesterfield
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Saturday, November 29
Updated restoration estimates are published for all impacted towns, and
with 1,100 Eversource line and mutual aid line workers and nearly 500
tree workers tackling the restoration around the clock, fewer than 13,000
customers remain without power by evening. The progress prompts
Eversource’s New Hampshire operations to announce that the vast
majority of customers will have their power back by Sunday evening—24
hours earlier than anticipated.

Sunday, November 30
With fewer than 1,500 customers without power by early morning,
Eversource’s New Hampshire operations announces that the vast majority
of customers will have their power back by the end of the day. The focus
becomes serving those customers affected by localized storm damage.

Keys to Success:
Massive Mutual
Aid Response
Eversource’s partnership with the North Atlantic
Mutual Assistance Group, and its longstanding
energy partnership with Hydro-Québec, were
critical benefits that helped complete the
Thanksgiving 2014 restoration 24 hours earlier
than estimated.

The North Atlantic Mutual Assistance Group
involves 34 utilities from eastern Canada to as
far south as Maryland, and as far west as Ohio.
With a mission to support fellow members by
providing safe, effective, and coordinated
mutual assistance in a time of emergency, the
Group quickly sent hundreds of crews to work
skillfully alongside Eversource crews.

Additional support was provided by crews from
as far away as Florida and Michigan. Leading
the way was Hydro-Québec, which sent more
than 120 lineworkers and a flotilla of bucket
trucks to the effort.



By mid-2015, Eversource’s New Hampshire operations will begin to use a
satellite-based technology that will provide 24/7 “eyes on the system,”
which will improve the speed and efficiency by which power is restored
during an outage. Eversource’s New Hampshire headquarters at Energy
Park in Manchester will house a state-of-the-art command center for
overseeing the entire electric distribution system in the 211-community
service territory.

This new Distribution Operations Center “will position the company to
capitalize on geographic information system and outage management
system technologies, giving us the ability to provide 24/7 awareness of our
entire system, resulting in improved service to our customers,” explains
Vice President of Electric Operations, Joe Purington.

Up until now, when a trouble on the system is reported, such as during a
storm outage, it has been difficult to immediately determine specific
locations, damage, or types of equipment impacted. When the new system
is in place, skilled operators will be responsible for providing up-to-the-
minute status of the New Hampshire electrical system—including the
latest outage information from the field, the precise cause and location,
and estimated time it will take to restore power to the impacted customers.

In future storms, the new operations center will provide Eversource with
pin-point outage information and damage assessment that will make the
restoration process more efficient than ever.

Preparing For A New Era of 
Outage Restoration
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Types of Crews Assisting
(In addition to Eversource)

Bucket 606
Tree 245
Service 63
Damage Assessor 23
Wires-down Guard 103

U.S. crews came from: Alabama, Connecticut,
Florida, Indiana, Massachusetts, Michigan,
New Jersey, New York, Pennsylvania,
Tennessee and Vermont; From Canada: New
Brunswick, Ontario and Quebec
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“You guys restored power back to my

home quickly—thank you (also Quebec

crews) for doing that, working through

the storm and the holiday!”

—Jon Hines, Raymond
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Tree Trimming A Year-Round Priority
New Hampshire Programs Surpassed 2014 Goals
With 11,000 miles of overhead electric distribution lines in the most forested state in the country, year-round tree
trimming in New Hampshire is a high priority for Eversource to maintain and improve system reliability, especially
during major weather events like the Thanksgiving 2014 storm:

• Throughout the course of the year, our vegetation management professionals undertake several types of tree
trimming programs, ranging from trimming and pruning around all electric distribution lines on a four-year
schedule, to removing hazard trees that are decayed, insect-infested, damaged, or structurally weak.

• Through November, out of more than 2,600 miles of distribution lines scheduled to receive vegetation manage-
ment in 2014, our certified arborists and contractor tree crews had trimmed 2,663 miles and removed more
than 11,600 hazard trees.

• In addition to the four-year maintenance cycle, Eversource has been targeting key trouble areas in the entire
New Hampshire service territory through its Enhanced Tree Trimming program (ETT). The ETT program identi-
fies lines that either have suffered multiple outages caused by trees, or serve a high number of customers.

• Certified arborists “walk down” critical lines to determine the safety and health of trees alongside the lines.
ETT requires a larger clearance around the energized lines, and often times, entire trees will be removed to
help ensure system reliability.

“We’ve had a goal of completing 75 miles

of Enhanced Tree Trimming each of the last

two years. In 2013, we completed 93 miles,

and through November, we had completed

88 miles.”

— Bob Allen, Eversource Vegetation Management



Perhaps the biggest question Eversource gets during any major restoration effort is the manner in which power is restored,
and why some neighbors can have power while others across the street do not. The answer is complex, because the electric
power grid around any given community can be compared to a giant circulatory system with thousands of arteries and veins
that have different functions, but are very much interconnected. Electric power lines (“veins”) are added to the system over
the years to accommodate growing communities and businesses, and while the “artery” in which they receive that power
may be completely different from the one across the street, they ultimately connect to the same main power source.

• When a repair crew drives by a darkened home during an outage but doesn’t stop, it doesn’t mean that it has been over-
looked. Rather, it is likely that crews are assessing outages further down the “artery” that may be affecting the “vein”
leading to the affected home. Simply put, power circuits do not always follow streets or area geography.

• After clearing roads and making them safe for the public and crews, we give priority to hospitals, fire, police and safety
facilities, and elderly care facilities. Thereafter, we repair damage based on restoring power to the greatest number of
customers in the shortest period of time. 

• When widespread damage occurs, it is impossible to restore power to everyone at the same time. During severe
weather conditions, there could be numerous breaks or outages between the substation (source of electrical power) and
a home or business. That means that repairs must be completed sequentially—beginning at the substation and ending
at the home or business.

How We Restore Power
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Individual Homes
If a home still remains without power, the service line between a transformer and the residence
may need to be repaired.

Tap Lines
If local outages persist, supply lines, called tap lines, are inspected. These lines deliver
power to transformers, either mounted on poles or placed on pads for underground service,
outside businesses, schools, and homes.

Main Distribution Lines
If the problem cannot be isolated at a distribution substation, distribution lines are checked.
These lines carry power to large groups of customers in entire communities or neighborhoods. 

* Source: National Rural Electric Cooperative Association

Distribution Substation
Each substation serves hundreds or thousands of customers. When a major outage occurs, line
crews inspect substations to determine if problems stem from transmission lines feeding into the
substation, the substation itself, or if problems exist down the line.

High-Voltage Transmission Lines
Transmission towers and cables that supply power to transmission substations (and thousands
of customers) rarely fail. But when damage occurs, these facilities must be repaired before other
parts of the system can operate.
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KEEPING OUR CUSTOMERS INFORMED
During any power restoration, and especially one occurring over a major holiday weekend, Eversource employs a
comprehensive communications strategy involving traditional and social media, telephone and email campaigns, and
personal outreach to provide the most current updates and estimated restoration times to customers and
municipalities. As the storm’s damage assessment and restoration approaches became clearer, by Saturday, November
29, customers were provided an online town-by-town listing that indicated estimated time for substantial completion in
each impacted community. 

COMMUNICATIONS AND MEDIA RELATIONS
Media Relations personnel provided updates three times a day to the media and
public via the company’s website and dedicated news blog. Many of these
updates served as resources for radio and television reports by state and
regional media outlets. The Media Relations team also conducted numerous on-
air and telephone interviews to update both local and national media on the
restoration process. Each media update included safety reminders, such as
proper use of generators, wires-down awareness, and local shelter information.
In addition, our Communications and Media Relations team helped provide
customers and communities with a sense of the storm’s impact and the
restoration process by uploading dozens of photos to the website Flickr.

SOCIAL MEDIA
Facebook and Twitter accounts continue to be our customers’ most
popular means for staying informed during a power outage, and all year
long, too. In fact, since our last major restoration effort, Hurricane
Sandy in 2012, Twitter followers in New Hampshire have grown from
13,296 to more than 22,000. Customer interest in our Facebook page
has also grown substantially, from 8,570 during Sandy to more than
13,200 during the Thanksgiving 2014 restoration. The social media
team interacts with customers, providing them the most current
updates from the field when available, and answering questions
whenever possible. In many cases, our Media Relations and
Manchester Call Center employees who are skilled in social media
communications can provide “instant” answers or guidance to common
questions. During the Thanksgiving weekend restoration:

• Twitter “followers” increased by nearly 3,000, and more than
15,800 clicked on informational links we provided;

• Our Facebook page gained more than 2,600 new “likes” from New
Hampshire customers, with more than 132,400 clicks on posts
made during the storm;

• A video was posted on our Facebook page describing how power
is restored to customers.

Social Media Impact
November 26 - 30, 2014

Twitter
Total Followers 22,136 (up 2,992)
Company Tweets 348
Replies 4,200+
Link Clicks 15,600+
Retweets 867
Favorites 1,200+

Facebook
Total Page Likes 13,259 (up 2,604)
(as of 11/30)
Posts to Page 82
Comments 5,800+
Shares 1,700+

Flickr
Photos Posted 67
Total Views (As of 12/11) 1,802

“Huge shout out for
communication! Kept us in
the loop. Thx to all!”
—@Mindyholt via Twitter

Our multifaceted communications effort for
the Thanksgiving weekend restoration
incorporated:



COMMUNITY OUTREACH
Eversource’s strategy for increased emphasis on personal
communication with communities and municipal officials during
times of crisis meant that additional community relations specialists
and their liaisons were deployed to New Hampshire area work
centers throughout the weekend. Our team of community relations
specialists kept emergency responders, municipal leaders, and
legislators apprised of the restoration efforts in their communities,
and helped to speed the restoration process by relaying important
information from local observers concerning key trouble spots (such
as blocked roads and downed lines).

CUSTOMER SERVICE
During the Thanksgiving 2014 storm and the restoration that
followed, it was all hands on deck at Eversource’s Manchester Call
Center as customer service representatives worked the phones and
social media to communicate with New Hampshire customers: 

• Customer service representatives answered more than 203,000
customer calls in three-plus days;

• The majority of calls were answered in 18 seconds or less by
customer service representatives and automation;

• From Wednesday, November 26 until the restoration’s
substantial completion on Sunday, November 30, the Call
Center conducted regular phone, email, and cell phone text
initiatives concerning critical care support, how to report an
outage, and updates on the restoration process.
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“Really appreciate your support the
last few days. Your communication
effort has made my job very easy.”

—Rob Buxton, Hudson Fire Chief

“These people work long, cold hours to
do their job and I applaud them. Not
just the linemen, but the crew behind the
scenes, like Alex who called me at
12:30 a.m. and again around 6 a.m. to
see if power was restored. I reported
the outage using my phone and was
pleasantly surprised to have a real
person call me. Thank you.”

—Sharon Wayman, Loudon
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A priority for all during Thanksgiving 
2014 restoration

Throughout the year, safety is a top priority for all Eversource
employees. Our eight keys to working safely each day begin with “all
injuries are preventable” and “people are the most critical element.”
These and the other core principles take on added significance during
a restoration effort like the Thanksgiving 2014 storm when workers
and the public are challenged by ever-changing weather and
environmental conditions.

We have a tradition of achieving and promoting safety excellence,
and that tradition held true during the Thanksgiving weekend
restoration effort. We also made every effort to ensure that our
customers stayed safe, too.

Before the first flakes fell on Wednesday, November 26, we issued a
telephone campaign to medically-dependent customers to alert them
to the possibility of outages from the coming storm, encouraging them
to take action to ensure their safety. Throughout the storm and
restoration, Eversource made safety the priority of messaging to
customers and employees alike, including:

• Reminders throughout the day to workers in the field about
driving and walking with extreme caution;

• An emphasis on safe generator installation and operating
practices, including a link on our Facebook page to a video on
the importance of safe generator installation and use;

• Regular media alerts regarding avoidance of downed lines of
any kind.

Safety First And Always

“I just received a storm safety and
preparedness phone message.  Please
pass along my appreciation to whoever
prepares these messages. It was very well
done; not too long and gave some helpful
reminders and contact phone numbers in
the event of a power outage.  I've been a
customer for years but only recently signed
up for mobile alerts.  I'm glad I did.”

—Suzanne Montanaro
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Community Voices

“During those days and nights without elec-
tricity, we kept thinking of the people out
working in the cold to fix the trouble, and
we wanted them to know how deeply grate-
ful we are for all they did. If Thanksgiving is
ideally a time to consider what we're thank-
ful for, this was the holiday when we noticed
all you make possible every day. Thanks!”
—Max and Kate Greenstreet, Somersworth

“Thank you to all who were out all night and
Thanksgiving Day restoring services! It is our
first Thanksgiving in New England and we
were fearful we wouldn't have power.  Went
out Wednesday at 8 p.m., restored by 2 p.m.
Thursday. Plenty of time to make turkey dinner
and have a warm meal!”
—The Vandixons, Derry

“Mr. Kilowatt has made it back to Pats Peak!
We are happy to announce that we have re-
opened today, Saturday, November 29.
Thank you for the hard work of the crews
that helped restore the power.”
—Website for Pats Peak, Henniker

“I would like to thank the crew that came to
my home and cut down a limb that was
about to tear the power lines out of my
house. You guys not only got out there in
record time, but you stacked the wood neatly
next to my driveway. What a class act you
are, even after you all must be dead on your
feet after a hard week!”
—Robyn Payson, Rindge

“I wanted to compliment [you] on how
quickly your crews have gotten us back in
service.  Please extend my family's thanks
to all who have made our Thanksgiving
possible.”
—Jason Stringer, Hollis

“I just was woken up at 3 a.m. with the
rumbling of your truck giving the gift of
power. I appreciate all the hours you
men and women have put in to getting
everyone back online. Thanks again for
everything. This was the best early
morning wake-up call!”
—Marybeth Pike, Weare

“A big thank you for restoring power as
quickly as possible. We had two nice line-
men from Michigan and Indiana who gave
up their turkey dinner to help the people of
NH. We appreciate your kindness, you did a
great job.”
—Colleen Amsden, Gilford
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